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Faced with competitive
challenges both old and new,
dealers prove once again that
independence comes with
many ways to attack your
market and win.
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Rowan McIntyre
rowan@idealercentral.com

EDITORIAL
It seems as if the GSA is determined to
undermine the IDC when it comes to the Request
For Proposal (RFP) it has issued with regards
to the new online marketplace for federal
procurement, despite the best (and continuing)
efforts of our trade body NOPA.
As Paul Miller’s piece on page 22 points out
NOPA is still lobbying hard to try and get the
government agency to listen and understand
why its current plans play right into the hands of
the likes of Amazon.
If we disregard for the moment that at present
the proposed test will only involve the so-called
e-commerce model, thus prohibiting the
inclusion of our industry platform (a situation that
is the subject of intense lobbying by NOPA), the
very fact that the RFP allows companies such
as Amazon and Walmart to act as both platform
providers and resellers on those platforms is a
huge cause for concern, as it means that they
will be privy to the sensitive pricing date of all
other resellers on the platform.
Not only that, but the current wording of
the RFP removes any need for a reseller to
have a GSA schedule or to adhere to Federal
Acquisition Requirements, opening the door to
a host of unscrupulous and potentially unlawful
companies selling counterfeit products.
As mentioned, NOPA continues to work hard
to try to ensure that these obvious problems are
ironed out of the final legislation. No doubt this
will be one of the hot topics up for discussion
at ISG’s new Prevail show at the beginning of
November. I look forward to seeing you there
and talking to you about your concerns on this
and any other topics in person. For more on the
show check out our preview on page 24.
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South Dakota’s Office Peeps
celebrates 60 years of service

Office Peeps, Watertown, South Dakota, traces its beginning back to
1959 when two office products industry veterans who had worked at a
typewriter repair/stationery store opened Cook’s Office Machines. The
business sold and serviced typewriters and Olivetti calculators. In the
60s the dealership was recognized as the top Olivetti calculator dealer in
the United States.
Not too many years later, the dealership moved to a location in
downtown Watertown with a storefront. First office supplies were added
to the offering, followed later by office furniture. In the 80s a group of
salespeople broke away and started Office Systems Inc. (OSI). That
company grew quickly.
“In 2004 the owners of OSI purchased Cook’s, bringing the companies
back together and creating a reserve of knowledge, expertise and
purchasing power,” explains Joel Vockrodt, president. Then in 2009, OSI
changed its name to Office Peeps. “The name highlights what is unique
and special about the company—its people,” he added.
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Super smooth writing experience
Comfortable full grip barrel
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Color
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“Office Peeps has always serviced commercial businesses,
schools and government and we keep evolving what we do
for them,” said Joel. Last October, Office Peeps purchased a
dealership that focused on furniture and office supplies. “With
that acquisition we increased the percentage of furniture sales
in our business,” Joel said. Currently about half the business is
supplies of all kinds, furniture amounts to roughly 35 percent
and the balance is machine sales and service.
“Machines have always been part of what we do and as other
areas grow it is a small but steady percentage,” says Joel.
Office Peeps is a Toshiba and an OKI dealer and also sells
a good amount of Brother and HP. “We sell computers and
point-of-sale systems and have the largest service department
in our area,” said Joel.
Last month, the dealership highlighted its 60th anniversary
with a new product show in Watertown. “Our theme was
Changing the Game and we did some looking back at some
older equipment and compared that to what is available today,”
said Joel. Attendance came close to 300. “It was a good group
and important customers were there,” he added.
The new product show had a focus on ergonomics, and that
was reinforced by the keynote speaker David Falconer, an
occupational therapist and consultant on ergonomics. Falconer
discussed workplace tools that can reduce or eliminate health

David
Falconer
issues. Among other suggestions, he emphasized sit-stand
solutions. A good amount of furniture was on display and Office
Peeps even brought in a chiropractor who offered attendees
tips on staying healthy at work.
A variety of furniture vendors, supply vendors and equipment
vendors exhibited at the show. One popular exhibit provided
guests with a virtual showroom tour. A number of prizes
donated by vendors were awarded to attendees including a
50-inch TV from Toshiba, a brewer package from Keurig, a
Eurotech chair and a chair from Sit-On-It.
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WORKS AS HARD
AS YOU DO.

Xerox® Vitality®
Multipurpose Printer Paper
Making a professional impression
has never been easier. From the
home to the office, laser printer
to inkjet, the versatility of hard
working Xerox® Vitality® makes it
the ideal paper for your everyday
printing needs. And because it’s
99.9% jam free, you can always
get the job done.

xeroxpaper.ca

© 2019 Domtar Inc. All rights reserved. Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are registered trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other countries and is used under license from Xerox Corporation.
Domtar is the trademark licensee of Xerox® Paper and Specialty Media in the United States and Canada.
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Iowa dealer Storey Kenworthy
raises funds for City of Hope

After being approached to join a dealer committee to increase dealer participation
in City of Hope fundraising, John Kenworthy, president of Storey Kenworthy, Des
Moines, felt the need to lead by example. “We created a campaign here and this is
third year that we have done it and this was our best year ever,” he said.
A number of fundraising activities took place over the summer, including a car
wash, cookout, silent auction and a raffle. Key vendors were approached for their
support and sponsorship. “Every time customers placed an order a pop-up asked
if they wanted to support this year’s City of Hope campaign,” said John.
The effort ran for 30 days. When it ended the amount earned was verified. “Then
our company foundation matched the gift for the funds that were raised,” John
said. In total, Storey Kenworthy raised over $13,000 for City of Hope.

Michigan dealer Custer Inc. acquires
Indiana dealer PBI

Custer Inc., a family-owned Steelcase dealer based in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
has acquired Productive Business Interiors, another Steelcase dealer based in Fort
Wayne, Indiana. PBI, which was founded in 1982 by Doug McPhail, will operate under
the Custer name with the existing staff in the Indiana market.
“McPhail was looking to exit the business,” said Nicky Probst, Custer vice president
– business relations. “One of Custer’s long-term goals is to expand our reach and
serve a greater market, so it was a really good fit timing wise.”
Custer also has a presence in Kalamazoo and in July announced its sixth working
showroom in Holland, Michigan, which is due to open later this month.
“We are very excited to welcome the PBI team into our Custer family,” said Todd
Custer, CEO of Custer. “Our teams share a customer-driven value system and a strong
commitment to provide innovative solutions to address today’s business challenges.”
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Tennessee dealer
A-Z holds carnival
for employees

Since last October, A-Z Office
Resource, Nashville, Tennessee, has
tried to come up with something new
and different every month to capture
employees’ attention and improve
employee engagement. Generally
there is some sort of get-together
where, among other activities,
employee service anniversaries and
birthdays get recognized.
“One of our employees came to me
and wanted to know if he could make
cotton candy at our next event,” said
Patty Lowery, purchasing manager.
She said sure and, in an instant, knew
the next employee event would be a
carnival.
A-Z held its carnival for employees
in September, featuring games, food
(including cotton candy) and an
appearance by a clown. If you matched
numbers on the duck pond you won a
prize. With a twist on the normal ring
toss, rings had to be tossed over frogs,
the A-Z mascot.
And Austin Casper, who brought
the cotton candy machine and got the
whole carnival idea started, learned that
he had been selected as employee of
the month. The employee-of-the-month
decision was unrelated to cotton candy
and had been decided before the
carnival, said Patty
The employee engagement event for
October at A-Z will be a chili cook-off.
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Wisconsin Dealer EZOP achieves
Green Professional status
EZ Office Products (EZOP), Madison, Wisconsin, has been
recognized as a Green Professional business as part of the
Wisconsin Sustainable Business Council’s Green Masters
Program. The rigorous process sorts applicants in to three
groups: Green Apprentice Business, Green Professional
Business and Green Master.
“I decided this was the year and we applied for
certification,” said Rose Molz, owner and president. She
was delighted to achieve the middle level right out of the
gate but added that she and her husband Gary have
worked hard to make this happen.
“For many years, we have always done what we can to
improve our level of sustainability, said Rose. “We power
our business with 100% wind energy, continually expand
recycling efforts to our clients and beyond, use the most
fuel-efficient truck delivery routes and actively promote
sustainability within our community.”
The Green Master Program is all about how businesses
reduce, reuse and recycle everything as weil as how they
interact with customers, employees and the community,

added Rose. EZOP recycles all the Styrofoam it receives
to one of its customers who uses the material in the picture
frames it produces.
“There are businesses who are saying there is no Planet
B and we need to do our part,” added Rose. “We are thrilled
to be recognized for our efforts and want to continue to be a
sustainability leader in the office supply sector.”
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No connection required.
Connectivity is a delicate chain — each link in the chain
has to work or nothing works. Anything from a natural
disaster to a simple cut wire can affect connectivity for cloud
services, service providers and businesses. Complementing
cloud storage with a Phoenix file or safe means data is
always easily accessible — no matter what. Do your
customers have a permanent connection to their data?

Keep your reputation safe. Phoenix Safe.
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California dealer Blaisdell’s
Illinois dealer recognized for
volunteers at area food bank
more than 100 years of service
Hunger doesn’t take a break and neither does the need to
help others. With that in mind, employees from Blaisdell’s
Business Products, Oakland, California, recently volunteered
at the Alameda County Community Food Bank.
“The Alameda County Food Bank is one of the largest
food banks in the Bay Area. “Coincidentally, it is right around
the corner from our office,” said Amanda Balough in the
marketing department.
Blaisdell’s volunteers worked on food sorting which is a
particular need in the late summer and time of the second
harvest. “A lot of what
comes in is produce
from area farmers as
well as produce past
the good-until date from
grocery stores,” said
Amanda. Volunteers sorted
and packaged the produce
for area non-profits to use
to feed low-income and
homeless people.
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Egyptian Workplace
Partners, Belleville, Illinois,
was recognized by the
Illinois State Historical
Society as one of the oldest
businesses in the state. The
dealership was honored
last month at the society’s
35th Centennial Business
Awards Luncheon.
The luncheon celebrated
businesses, not-for-profit
organizations and municipalities that have achieved their
centennial (or more). “The Historical Society went back
through old newspapers and found the exact starting date
back in 1886,” said Brett Baltz, director of supplies. “The
awards committee was impressed with how the business had
evolved over the years,” he added.
“We were honored to accept this award and look forward
to another hundred years of service to our wonderful
communities,” added Brett.
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SECRETS of success
Highbar Trading Co., Memphis, Tennessee
Highbar Trading Co., Memphis,
Tennessee, started when cousins Todd
and Justin Miller began to work on a
business plan in 2016. “The hardest
part was just making that initial step,”
said Todd. The dealership came into
existence in early 2017, but the two
mark its true beginning in March of
that year, when the first sales took
place. Soon after that the Highbar team
expanded to include two additional
partners – Mark Light and Ben Miller.
Justin and Todd handle sales and
marketing for Highbar; Justin’s brother
Ben handles purchasing, IT and
operations, and Mark Light oversees
accounting and operations. From
its beginning the dealership took a
technology-driven approach and a
good portion of its start-up money was
invested in a backend ERP system and
a front-end e-commerce system.
Technology helps makes Highbar
more responsive and more efficient. It
also improves the purchasing process
for customers. “We give businesses full
control over procurement and really use
our BMI system for its in-depth approval
systems, custom catalogs and other
capabilities,” says Todd. Highbar also
uses Acsellerate software to run monthly
analytics for customers.
The business plan that the two
created, along with work on the
back-end system, was done primarily to
attract corporate and national accounts.
The sweet spot is just below Fortune
5000 businesses, explains Justin. It
takes in accounts spending from $500
to more than $30,000 a month.
Marketing eschews traditional
channels and focuses its effort on
digital opportunities. “We don’t really
make cold calls anymore,” says Justin.
Instead he and Todd build digital
content such as white papers, eBooks,
infographics and landing pages. “We
take a specific, personalized approach,
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going after a single piece of business
and we put a lot of effort and funds into
doing that,” Justin adds.
Perhaps the biggest challenge
the startup faced was ironing out
responsibilities and knowing who would
take care of what. When the dealership
first began operations, those questions
were largely unanswered and led to
some confusion and unintentional
stepping on toes. “In this business
there are so many fly balls to catch that
getting this ironed out was a necessity,”
says Todd. It was a matter of how the
team could become smarter with their
time and be more efficient. “It is more
enjoyable now having worked that out,”
he adds.
When the dealership started,
management actively pursued a
partnership with Hewlett-Packard.
It was a full-out effort to become
authorized. “I don’t think I’ve ever
pulled so many strings in my life,” says
Justin. The authorization was achieved
after about six months and became
the second important partnership,
after an agreement was struck with
Essendant. “Without either one of those
relationships our lives would have been
more difficult,” says Justin.
A more recent service outreach
harkens back to
industry practices
from decades ago.
“We have customers
for whom we’re
their single-source
supplier,” says
Justin. “We are out
there inventorying
their laboratory
supplies or
industrial supplies
sometimes on a
weekly basis, if a
client says it wants
vendor-managed
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Key management team
members: Justin Miller, Todd
Miller, Ben Miller, Mark Light (all
co-founders)
Products carried: Office supplies,
janitorial supplies, lab supplies,
ink/toner, copy paper, medical
supplies, beverages/coffee, break
room, transactional furniture,
contract furniture, safety supplies,
packaging, printing.
Year founded: 2017
Sales volume: Multi-million,
growth rate of 217% increase year
over year
No of Employees: 5
Key business partners:
Essendant, Hewlett-Packard,
Independent Suppliers Group,
Kimberly Clark
% of total sales generated
online: 65%
inventory. As technology driven as we
are, we don’t forget our roots,” he says.
Justin contends that the company
has grown quickly, but not so quickly
that systems or processes get left
behind. “The faster we grow and the
more we grow, the more efficient we
become exponentially,” says Justin.
Future plans call for a continued focus
on internal operational efficiencies and
the maintenance of low service costs.
Both will help the operation as its sales
volume increases.
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> Aluminium, steel and
high-quality plastics

> Suitable for all tablet formats
from 7 – 13 inches

> Easy to operate with one hand
> Can be rotated 360°

TABLET
HOLDER
TABLE

> Stepless angle adjustment
> Effective anti-theft device

TABLET HOLDER
WALL

TABLET HOLDER
TABLE CLAMP

TABLET HOLDER
WALL ARM

Fastens flat to wall

Fastens to surface
with sturdy clamp

Highly flexible
adjustable arm

TABLET HOLDER
FLOOR
Integrated cable
management
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

Office Partners meeting features
Rowsey ‘State of the Industry’
presentation, group program updates
The office products industry
may have gone through some
of the most turbulent times
in its history in recent years
but we’re not done yet and
whatever you think you know
today will be very different 18
months from now.
That was the message
from Harbinger National
CEO and managing director
Michael Rowsey to members
of the Office Partners dealer
group at their “Gathering
2019 ” meeting in Tampa,
Sept 30-Oct 1.
Rowsey said just about
every segment of the industry
can look forward to continuing
turbulence and uncertainty,
driven by relentless
consolidation at all levels,
equally relentless pressure on
margins and potential threats
to the future sustainability of
long-established business
models.
Front and center in the
current maelstrom, of
course, were the possible
implications of the Sycamore/
Staples acquisition of
Essendant.
In many ways, Rowsey
suggested, the industry is
still in wait and see mode
for answers to most of the
questions raised by the deal,
with Essendant very much
in the process of formulating
OCTOBER 2019

a new value proposition
for dealers and no clear
indications as yet of how its
competitors and business
partners will react.
Meanwhile, just what
should dealers be doing in
the face of all this? Rowsey
offered a number of essential
responses. They included:
• Looking at your cost
structure every single
day. There is no room for
any additional costs in
your business any more,
Rowsey warned.
• Expanding your mix
beyond the products
you sell today as a way
to respond to the secular
declines in traditional
categories.
• Becoming part of
something bigger than
you are, such as a dealer
group.
• Leveraging your
relationships and

closeness to your
customers. “You can’t
imagine how important
those local relationships
are,” Rowsey told the
group, arguing that it
represents a critical
advantage, particularly
against Amazon, in today’s
market.
In addition to Rowsey’s
presentation, the Office
Partners Gathering also
featured the traditional
dealer-manufacturer
one-on-one meetings and
updates on the group’s GSA
contracts and marketing
programs, as well as a
presentation on the Employer
Support of the Guard and
Reserve organization
(ESGR), a Dept. of Defense
program whose mission
includes fostering mutually
beneficial job opportunities
for members of the National
Guard and Reserve.
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VP of
purchasing
Tom Hoffmann
to leave ISG
Independent Suppliers
Group (ISG) has
announced that its VP
of Purchasing Tom
Hoffmann will be leaving
the organization later
this month.
In a letter to suppliers,
ISG said that Hoffmann
had “a unique
opportunity to join
his wife in a business
she founded several
years ago working
with commercial real
estate developers
and investors”. He will
be assisting the ISG
team in getting ready
for upcoming supplier
meetings but will not
participate, it was
confirmed.
Hoffmann joined
TriMega Purchasing
Association in 2011 as
director of purchasing
and was promoted to VP
of purchasing in 2017
following the retirement
of Greg Fish. He
continued in that role at
ISG after the merger with
TriMega earlier this year.
ISG said it had begun
the search for Hoffmann’s
successor and would
provide updates as that
process progresses.
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With great comfort comes great productivity—today’s worker craves both. The
Resi Collection makes that a reality with pieces that have a simple aesthetic,
ease of reconfiguration and elements that alternate between casual and
professional, so users can easily get together to work while feeling at home.
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GSA releases solicitation for
consolidated schedules and issues
e-commerce RFP

The General Services Administration
(GSA) has published its solicitation for
consolidating the existing 24 multiple
award schedules (MAS) for doing
business with the federal government into
a single schedule for products, services
and solutions and published the request
for proposal (RFP) for its commercial
e-commerce platform initiative.
The MAS consolidation is one of the
four key initiatives of the GSA’s Federal
Marketplace (FMP) strategy aimed at
modernizing and simplifying government
purchasing for both buyers and sellers.
The others include the federal online
marketplace platform which is currently in
solicitation phase for its proof of concept.
For the time being, only new contracts
will be placed on the consolidated
schedule solicitation. Contractors already
on a schedule will not be affected
by the new solicitation until the mass
modification takes effect in calendar year
2020. Federal agencies should see no
disruptions to their purchasing practices
during the transition, said GSA.

The RFP comes three months after a
draft document was released outlining
the government’s requirements for
e-commerce marketplaces to be able
to sell commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products to federal agencies. The
addressable market for COTS is estimated
at $6 billion. GSA research put the amount
spent by agencies in 2018 via online
portals at around $260 million.
The RFP is for a three-year proof of
concept period planned to begin in early
2020, and potential contractors have 30
days in which to respond. After an initial
selection process, those chosen (it will
be a multiple award) will then have to go
through a second round which will include
a live test demonstration to GSA officials
and a performance work statement
addressing a number of specific topics:
supply chain risk management, use of
mandatory sources (e.g. AbilityOne),
cybersecurity, data capabilities and fee
remittance.
In order to make it through the first
round of selection, offerors will have to
demonstrate that their e-marketplace
meets all of the GSA’s B2B requirements
in addition to detailing their prior
experience in managing and operating a
B2B e-marketplace platform and serving
B2B customers.
For more details on the GSA’s RFP see
NOPA News on page 22.

ESI supporting
Breast Cancer
Awareness in
October
In support
of Breast Cancer
Awareness month,
ergonomic products
and accessories
manufacturer ESI is
offering some of its
most popular products
in pink. All
profits from
these pink
products will
benefit The Common Thread
for the Cure, a foundation
that supports people
battling breast cancer in the
furnishings industry.
Products that have turned
pink for a month include the
Pink Pixie-LED Task Light, the
Pink FlexCharge9 tabletop
power pod and the Power
pod ring. For more details
visit www.esiergo.com/
pops-of-pink/.

Clover completes acquisition of LMI Solutions’
business assets
As predicted in last month’s INDEPENDENT DEALER, Clover
Imaging Group has completed its acquisition of the business
assets of LMI Solutions. In connection with the transaction,
Clover has acquired all of LMI’s inventory, intellectual
property rights and manufacturing equipment.
Clover president Eric Martin said, “We are pleased to
OCTOBER 2019

welcome LMI’s customers and employees to the Clover
family. Our team is singularly committed to meeting and
exceeding the needs of LMI customers by providing them
with the highest quality products, services and support to
help them grow their businesses. We are excited about the
new opportunities in front of us.”
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Compromise is a choice you don’t always have to make.
Choose the quality and reliability of Original HP cartridges. HP’s innovative process for the development of
new cartridges takes over five years and more than 1,000 prototypes. That’s quality control you can count on.

See www.hp.com/go/suppliesclaims
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Last month in Chicago, the City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry group celebrated the successful end of its 2019 “Science Creating
Hope” campaign. Led by Brad Graves, vice president and general manager of 3M’s Stationery and Office Supplies Division, the campaign
raised an all-time fundraising record of $15.5 million in support of life-saving cancer and diabetes research and treatment at City of Hope. The
evening also saw the passing of the Spirit of Life Honoree title to Stephanie Dismore, vice president & general manager, Americas Channels, at
Hewlett-Packard. In nearly four decades, the business products industry, which consists of office products, Jan/San, food services, furniture
and technology, has raised more than $200 million for City of Hope (l-r: Matt Dodd, City of Hope; Scott Light, Georgia Pacific; Brad Graves, 3M;
Stephanie Dismore, Hewlett-Packard, and Robert Stone, City of Hope).

Willert joins Static Control

Former LMI Solutions vice president
Annie Willert has been named director
of MPS Solutions Aftermarket by printer
cartridge and component manufacturer
Static Control.
Willert was VP of sales and marketing
at remanufacturer LMI before the
company, which was run by the Willert
family, went into receivership in August.
Its assets were acquired by rival
remanufacturer Clover last month (see
page 14).
Static Control’s VP of North American
Sales Bryan Bonacum commented:
“Annie is an experienced sales leader
with in-depth experience in the MPS
marketplace. She brings a high level of
enthusiasm to the team and is clearly
passionate about what she does. Our
customers through all channels will
OCTOBER 2019

certainly benefit from her knowledge and
leadership.”
Last year, Willert was recognized as
one of CRN’s Women of the Channel. She
currently sits on the board of directors of the
Managed Print Services Association.
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Emerald Brand in
tie-in with Foodbuy
Sustainable products
manufacturer Emerald Brand
has announced a partnership
with Foodbuy, the largest
foodservice procurement
organization in North America.
Foodbuy manages more
than $20 billion in annual
purchase volume. Now, its
customers throughout the
U.S. will have access to
more than 300 of Emerald’s
tree-free and plant-to-plastic
disposable products as
well as the manufacturer’s
range of services, such as
its environmental impact
statements, sustainability
accreditation program and
Eco-Squad consulting division.
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Office Products Women in Leadership enjoy annual retreat
Executive members of the Office Products Women in
Leadership organization (OPWIL) met last month for their fourth
annual retreat.
Q Center in St. Charles, Illinois, was the site of this year’s
gathering—a new venue for the group. The new location
proved popular, despite less than stellar weather, and its
relatively proximity to downtown Chicago made the commute
convenient for participants also attending the City of Hope
Spirit of Life Gala.
Each participant got to explore their ten-year-old self and
gain an insight into how the early years of development
helped to shape them into the leaders they are today. The
program was created and led by Krista Moore, co-founder and
president of OPWIL.
Participants were also able to explore the beautiful 95-acre
property along the Fox River and many chose to enjoy early
morning yoga to set the intention for the day. There was team
pizza-making, a nice long hike along the river and elevator
lobby happy hour.
“It’s always nice to talk as we do regularly by phone, but there
is something special about spending time with other industry
professionals and to really get to know them in a relaxing

setting,” said first time attendee Vicki Giefer, vice president
marketing and sales, at Business Essentials.
“This event is now a must attend in my diary,” said Janet Bell,
director at OPI, who was attending for the third time. “There is
nowhere else where I build such strong industry relationships
that help me throughout the year. I would recommend this event
to any woman looking to develop her career in the business
supplies sector.”
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ECI and Clover launch integration to enhance shipping and invoicing
Software solutions company ECI has announced a new
private supply network (PSN) integration with Clover Imaging
Group for users of DDMSPLUS. As a result, dealers using the
cloud-based ERP software will be offered purchase order
transmission, validation and acknowledgement, advanced
shipping notices and electronic invoicing through Clover,
significantly improving process efficiencies.
By streamlining operations through a single, holistic product
distribution system, users can increase sales and margins,
reduce inventory and improve cash flow and e-commerce
activity, ECI said. In addition DDMSPLUS customers will be
provided with a new, paperless solution that can:
• Streamline invoice processing and accounts payable with
automatic data updates
• Reduce overheads by eliminating hours spent manually
matching and posting invoices
• Enhance reporting of exceptions and processes for
marking which have been viewed and approved
• Minimize data entry errors

• Provide more accurate shipping quantities and shipping
tracking numbers through simplified package tracking
“Clover’s integration with ECI’s DDMSPLUS platform,
means we can now transmit ASN, shipping and tracking
information, as well as invoice information back to dealers
electronically. By enabling dealers to view tracking from
their systems, as well as automatically receive orders,
they can spend less time on transactional, administrative
tasks and more time on doing what they do best: serving
their customers,” said Mike Posch, senior vice president of
e-commerce, product management and merchandising,
Clover Imaging Group.
“We are committed to providing the office products
industry with access to the most powerful tools on the
market,” said Brian Bowerfind, ECI Distribution Division
president. “This new integration with Clover supports that
mission by providing our DDMSPLUS customers with access
to a system that will improve productivity and support their
business development goals.”

»

OPWIL Mix & Mingle: Prevail 2019

»

Monday November 4

4.45-5.45pm

The Rye Bar,

Indianapolis
Marriott Downtown,
350 West
Maryland Street.
(next door to the Westin)

If you would like to be part of the Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL) organization,
please join us at The Rye Bar for cocktails and conversation with our executive members. Learn
about the benefits of being part of this exclusive group of successful women.
www.opwil.com
OCTOBER 2019
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Industry News CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
Metrofuser develops printer
firmware archive

Katun introduces new parts
and multifunction toner

Printer parts manufacturer Metrofuser has announced the
development of what it says is one of the world’s largest
archives for laser printer firmware. The company’s engineers
have developed a process to rewrite firmware to flash
cards, allowing the company to stock popular firmware
versions. Since 2010 the company has been archiving multi
generations of printer firmware.
Metrofuser claims it has become one of the only companies
worldwide that can burn laser printer firmware on demand.
This solution allows printer service technicians to fully control
laser printer firmware upgrades and roll backs.
The company has created images of popular laser printer
firmware, so printer service technicians can get the latest
version or a particular version. If the OEM ever makes
firmware updates unavailable as they typically do, Metrofuser
will still have them in stock, maintaining an endless supply.
To learn more visit http://www.metrofuser.com.

Minneapolis-based maker of imaging compatibles Katun
Corporation has introduced a raft of new products for
numerous OEM applications.
Katun Performance monochrome toner for use in Konica
Minolta Bizhub 458e/558e/658e-series machines provides
OEM-equivalent image quality and yields at a significant
cost savings, the company said.
In addition, Katun has recently introduced several
individual service parts, including heat insulating sleeves,
bushings, main charger assemblies, main charger
kits, picker fingers and more, for use in numerous OEM
applications including Sharp, Copystar, OCE, Muratec,
Konica Minolta and Kyocera.
Katun products may be ordered by phone, fax or email,
or via the Katun Online Catalog. Customers can access
the Katun Online Catalog, or find Katun customer service
contact information, at www.katun.com.

Indiana Furniture
expands Joy with new
upholstered options
Indiana Furniture has expanded its range of upholstered options
for the Joy seating line.
Originally introduced as a family of mesh-back task seating
and expanded over time to include work stools, the Joy series
will now offer upholstered back options, allowing customers to
create a cohesive look throughout facilities while providing high
performance in all types of work zones.
Joy has the ability to support users up to 400lbs and offers
a broad spectrum of options, including task chairs and work
stools, and a selection of arm styles or armless models.
There are also two mesh back colors, with seats and backs
upholstered in standard black fabric or vinyl, graded-in fabrics,
any contract textile. There is then the choice of polished
aluminum or black bases and a range of casters to fit all types
of flooring. Other features include back height adjustment,
adjustable lumbar support, cantilever arms, height and width
adjustable arms, optional seat slider, and synchro-tilt controls.
“The addition of upholstered back options takes our
Joy seating to a whole new level for customers. Joy’s
comprehensive range provides style, comfort, and ergonomics,
making it ideal for everyone in every application,” says Mike
Blessinger, VP of sales and marketing at Indiana Furniture. “Add
Joy to conference and training rooms, collaboration areas, team
OCTOBER 2019

settings, private offices, and more. Its versatility allows for the
perfect fit.”
Joy considers the environment by using renewable
and recyclable materials, allowing it to achieve indoor air
and BIFMA level certifications. To learn more, visit www.
IndianaFurniture.com.
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ARE YOU THE
INDEPENDENT TYPE?

WE ARE TOO.

When you’re in business for 170 years, you see a lot of change. We’ve seen trends come and go.
We’ve watched giant corporations rise and fall. Yet through it all, the independent continues to thrive.
That’s where we come in. We offer a complete line of business products, facility supplies and exceptional services
tailored to your marketplace. We’re here for the independent minded reseller looking for a partner they can trust.

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU!

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

S.P. RICHARDS REPRESENTATIVE
OR VISIT: SPRICHARDS.COM/CONTACT-US
OCTOBER 2019
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NOPA News

GSA does everything to lock out
competition in favor of Amazon

By: Paul A. Miller

As most of you are aware by now, the General Services Administration (GSA)
has issued its Request For Proposal (RFP) to Section 846 of the National Defense
Reauthorization bill. This was first passed back in 2017 and it called on GSA to
create a new online marketplace for federal procurement. You also know how
hard the industry has worked to ensure that your small businesses were going
to be included, your data was going to be protected and not used against you
to put you out of business and no carveouts that would allow platform providers
to directly compete against you in this new marketplace. Today we continue this
fight on your behalf.
E-commerce is the future of federal procurement. National Office Products
Alliance (NOPA) applauds the government for taking steps to modernize the
process and make it easier to use and more efficient. What we are still troubled
by, and why NOPA has spent the past three years aggressively pushing for a
commonsense solution, is the government’s failure to take steps to ensure this
online marketplace doesn’t become the next Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative
(FSSI). Most of you remember the intensive efforts to get GSA to listen to us. You
remember how FSSI pitted industry players against each other. Some of you felt
the pain of losing business because of FSSI. Some of you remember having to
layoff good people because the government had stacked the deck against you.
Some businesses lost it all and had to close their doors. If GSA isn’t careful and
willing to listen, this new online marketplace will become a platform where the
giants dominate, where counterfeiters go to get rich, and where unscrupulous
providers can use your sensitive data to put small companies out of business.
From the beginning, NOPA has been concerned that the online marketplace
was nothing more than a giant giveaway to the likes of Amazon and Walmart. In
fact, the way the initial legislation read, you would have thought Amazon wrote
it. Although small changes have been made throughout this process, making us
cautiously optimistic, we knew deep down that unless GSA was willing to take the
necessary steps to make this an effective and inclusive process, it was going to
be a struggle. And we were right. NOPA has spent the past three years educating
GSA on our industry platform, which has been well received by GSA during our
ongoing meetings. Our industry platform won the endorsement of the AbilityOne
program for its blocking and subbing capabilities. All great news and progress for
our industry and our platform.
However, this progress may be short lived. The standards and criteria set in
GSA’s RFP prohibit our industry platform from being included. According to GSA,
they have chosen to test only the e-commerce model, which was not a surprise,
versus testing all three models referenced in their Stage 2 report.
This contradicts the messages sent by GSA throughout this process that they
would be utilizing all three platform models.
This is why we haven’t been sitting around waiting for this RFP. Instead, we
have been working with key allies in Congress to have language included in
the FY’20 National Defense Reauthorization bill requiring GSA to test all three
models during its proof of concept pilot. This language was included in the
House passed version, but not the Senate, which means we are still working
AUGUST 2019
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with the conferees of the House-Senate NDAA conference
committee to keep this language in the final bill that goes
to the President’s desk for his signature. We will continue to
keep you posted on these efforts.
Another fight NOPA has undertaken has been to prohibit
a platform provider from also being a reseller on this new
marketplace. This is another area where GSA may have
listened but didn’t hear us (and others). The current RFP
allows Amazon and Walmart to be both platform providers
and resellers. This should be an alarm bell for every business
regardless of size. If you want to continue doing business
with the federal government, you will be required to provide
the platform providers your sensitive pricing data. GSA does
have language in the RFP that stipulates a platform provider
cannot use your data. This is a statement you must include
to cover yourself. Nowhere to date does GSA include stiff
penalties for using your data. To an Amazon, any penalty
would be a cost of doing business and worth the fine. By the
time anything could be done, you’ll be out of business.
The other provision in the RFP that should have everyone
concerned is zero mention of whether platform resellers
would need to have a GSA Schedule. All the Federal
Acquisition Regulations (FAR) that you have to adhere to
today go out the window. The current RFP puts the onus of
following the FAR on the government buyer, not reseller.
Agencies aren’t going to have the time or energy to check
whether they’re following these regulations. You aren’t going
to have contract officers who are intimately familiar with all
FAR requirements. What the RFP does do is create a wild
west buying platform ripe for major fraud and abuse, not to
mention raising real national security concerns. This will be a
marketplace you go to if you want to sell counterfeit products.

A federal government on counterfeits being sold on platforms
in the commercial marketplace found 40 percent of those
items they purchased were counterfeit. This is exactly
what you will get in this new marketplace because the
responsibility for doing the right thing will be on the reseller.
That’s like asking the fox to guard the henhouse.
This is another instance of the government talking about
the importance of small business; how the process will be
open to all; and how this new marketplace will revolutionize
how the government procures goods and services in
the future and then doing the complete opposite with its
implementation. In theory yes, this concept could in fact
revolutionize how the government procures the goods
and services it needs, but as I stated above, we are more
likely looking at another program which destroys more
opportunities than it creates (remember FSSI).
The news isn’t all bleak. NOPA continues to work with
Congress on solutions to these problems, and for those who
watch government in action today, you know how slow it
works. This doesn’t mean we stop or give up. It just means
we work harder—which NOPA is doing. NOPA is vetting its
options to this RFP process. You can be assured we plan to
explore every avenue possible to make changes to this RFP.
Stay tuned and stay engaged! This is another bump in
the road, which we expected. It’s another case in which
the government isn’t listening to the industry and instead
listening to their preferred mega partner, Amazon.
Paul Miller is director of advocacy and regulatory affairs for
NOPA. To learn more about the association and its current
government affairs programs, call (410) 931-8100 or email
info@iopfda.org.

As part of a continuing education series
The National Office Products Alliance (NOPA) presents

CYBER ATTACKS Is your Business Protected?

Unpatched Server and Software Vulnerabilities AccountTakeover Malware and Ransomware
Social Engineering and email Spoofing Virus Cloud Stack, Shadow IT, Mobility Vulnerabilities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Learn more about these issues and how to better protect your business.

Please Join Special Guests

Steve Nuelle, President, ABM Federal - Donna Snyder, President, GOPD - Juan, CIO, ABM Federal

Thursday, November 14th, at 1:00pm EST

NOPA membership is required to attend this webinar. If you would like to join NOPA or have questions,
contact Mike Tucker 410 493-9491 mike@clemonsmgmt.com
OCTOBER 2019
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PREVAIL
PREVIEW

Rarely has a trade show been so eagerly anticipated as this
year’s ISG Prevail 2019 show. While EPIC events in the past
included dealers from the old Independent Stationers and
TriMega, Prevail 2019 sees those forces combined, with
former Pinnacle Affliates members thrown in to the mix. It will
give the general memberships of those three groups a first
look at how the new outfit will operate.
The two-day event opens on Monday, November 4 at the
Westin Indianapolis Hotel with committee meetings and a
purchasing clinic run by ISG consultant Grady Taylor, before
the official Welcome Reception and City of Hope fundraiser in
the evening.
The City of Hope fundraiser this year is a little different,
featuring a dunk tank and half a dozen or so industry
luminaries including ISG’s Mike Gentile, Tom Ashburn and
Grady Taylor, as well as Jack Reagan from S.P. Richards
and Joe Templet from Essendant. It’s $20 for three throws,
so be sure to get there early and form an orderly line.
A packed itinerary on Tuesday sees the first full meeting
of the new ISG membership, initially with suppliers also
welcome and then just for members—an event that is sure
to be well-attended. That is followed by a packed seminar
program with three different hour-long timeslots. Full details
are listed below.
After the seminars, the action moves over the road to the
Indiana Convention Center for the tradeshow, with a host of
Show Specials and the chance for one lucky dealer to win
$5,000 as part of the Tickets to Treasure promotion. Dealers
can earn raffle tickets by having “meaningful conversations”
with participating exhibitors on the show floor. Each one of
those tickets is then placed in the drop off bin to be drawn later.
The day concludes with the Food, Fun and Faces: An
Indiana Celebration Party and Prize Drawing Reception
which will take place at the nearby Indiana State Museum.
The event, sponsored by S.P. Richards, will see live music,
OCTOBER 2019

fantastic food and drink, as well as the chance to win some
great prizes. It will also see the culmination of the Tickets to
Treasure promotion.
Shuttles have been arranged to take attendees to the
airport from 6.00am and throughout Wednesday morning.
For further information about the Prevail 2019 show visit
prevail2019.cvent.com/

Prevail Agenda

Monday, November 4
8:00am - 6:00pm
Airport Arrivals
8:00am - 6:00pm
Registration Desk Open
8:00am - 6:00pm
Tradeshow Booth Setup (Exhibitors)
1:00pm - 3:00pm
Committee Meetings
2:30pm - 4:30pm
Purchasing Clinic
3:00pm - 4:30pm
NEXT Meeting & Mixer
6:00pm - 8:00pm
Welcome Reception & City of
Hope Fundraiser
Tuesday, November 5
7:00am - 6:00pm
Registration Desk Open
7:00am - 8:00am
Breakfast
8:00am - 8:20am
ISG Member/Supplier Meeting
8:25am - 9:45am
ISG Member Only Meeting
9:45am - 10:00am
Break
10:00am - 12:15pm Seminars
12:15pm - 1:00pm
Lunch
1:15pm - 2:15pm
Seminars
2:30pm - 6:00pm
Tradeshow
3:00pm - 3:30pm
Break
6:30pm - 10:00pm
Food, Faces & Fun: An
Indiana Celebration
Wednesday, November 6
6:00am - noon
Airport Departures
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Prevail Seminar Program
Winning Against And
Winning Through Amazon

10:00am-11:00am
Selling on Amazon is not for everyone,
but neither is just competing against
them. Whether your strategy is to
beat Amazon in your marketplace
or leverage the Amazon platform to
create sales opportunities for your dealership this dealer
panel will share their successes doing both. Come hear a
group of your peers discuss how they are WINNING in the
age of Amazon.
Who Should Attend: Owners, sales managers and sales
professionals
Presenter: Charles Forman, EVP Sales and Marketing, ISG

RDC 101 – An Efficient Way
To Gain Better Margins

10:00am-11:00am and
1:15pm-2:15pm
The RDC is the most advanced
purchasing tool available to all ISG
members. Benefits include the ability
to buy product at direct cost without
reaching manufacturers’ minimums and
pre-paid freight amounts, all delivered much quicker than
traditional direct-buy purchasing methods. Join us to learn
the fundamentals on how the program works, and hear from
experienced members who make this model a significant
part of their everyday purchasing.
Who Should Attend: Owners and buyers
Presenter: Tom Ashburn, Director of Membership
Development, ISG

Competitive Selling –
Proactive Calling In A
Reactive World: A Sales
Clinic For People Serious
About Sales Growth

10:00am-11:00am
This information-packed, one-hour
sales clinic will provide easy to
implement, practical strategies for making the most of
the limited time you have to be proactive. It will provide
guidance on making interruptions worthwhile, whether
calling for category growth or making a purely cold call.
Marisa Pensa will guide you through the most up-to-date,
industry-specific methods for being proactive in a reactive
world!
Who Should Attend: Sales professionals, sales managers
and owners
Presenter: Marisa Pensa, Founder of Methods in Motion
OCTOBER 2019

EPIC Business Essentials In
The New ISG

10:00am-11:00am
How does EPIC fit into the new ISG?
How can EPIC’s contracts help you truly
leverage the combined strength of the
new buying group?
Join us for all the info and updates on
your sales accelerator! Learn how the
merger gives EPIC the ability to open
new doors nationwide. Hear updates on
EPIC’s national contracts, new ways to
expand your business, and ready-made
programs to help you diversify in a
changing market.
EPIC exists to help all members of ISG diversify and
expand, join us to hear how we can help you grow!
Who Should Attend: All dealers looking to grow their sales in
this constantly changing market
Presenters: Scott Zintz, EPIC Business Essentials (EBE)
Managing Director; Jackson Carpenter, Regional Business
Development Manager, EBE

Open Q&A with Members of YOUR Board
11:15am-12:15pm
Board Town Hall Meeting
Discuss group issues, share your feedback and ask
questions of the new ISG Board.
Who Should Attend: All ISG members
Presenters: The ISG Board of Directors

ISG 411

11:15am-12:15pm
The new and improved ISG website
is full of programs and services.
Understanding where to locate and how
to activate this information is half the
battle. If you’re a new member to the
group, or have staffers who’ve recently
been hired and need to understand what’s available, this is
the perfect seminar for you.
Who Should Attend: Anyone new to ISG
Presenter: Tom Ashburn, Director of Membership
Development, ISG

Today’s Managed Services – Your Best Way
To Grow Toner Margins Today, & Protect
Your Coffee Margins Tomorrow

11:15am-12:15pm
“Everything as a Service” is coming. Managed Print Services
has officially crossed the chasm with Staples acquiring DEX
and HP launching their “Tier 1 MPS Program” earlier this year.
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Prevail Seminar Program
Today, it’s easier and more profitable to offer MPS than ever
before and it’s likely the first step toward the next phase
of Managed Services within the OP category. How would
it impact you if coffee, water and Jan/San also became
“managed” before 2025? Could this impact your margins
and revenues in a negative way or does it open the door for
you to provide more value to your customer? Today, it could
be coffee – tomorrow it’ll be water, HVAC, Jan/San and
other products that can conceivably be
connected to the network and require a
periodic replacement or refill.
Who Should Attend: Progressive
dealers who sell replenishable products
to progressive companies.
Presenter: Brian Stevenson, Director of
Technology and Managed Services, ISG

Navigating The Digital Landscape

11:15am-12:15pm
From search and social to content marketing, there are so
many facets that go into creating a digital marketing strategy,
it’s easy to get lost. On top of that, it’s getting increasingly
difficult to for dealers to effectively market themselves to
meet the needs of today’s workplace and its buyers. In an
industry that is rapidly changing, what are the must-have
online marketing tactics you need in order to compete and
drive your business forward digitally? We will lay them all out
for you during this interactive session
as we cover where your customers are
online, how to reach them and show
you effective industry examples.
Who Should Attend: Owners,
marketing, sales
Presenter: Jennifer Rae Stine,
President of Fortune Web Marketing

Facility Supplies, Beyond The Noise!

1:15pm-2:15pm
Join in this facility supplies discussion that removes the
noise and stigma of Jan/San, focusing on the products
and lines that make up the largest sales dollars and allow
dealers to improve their margins. With a panel that is a
mix of ISG dealers and suppliers, the discussion will be
centered around sourcing, inventory procedures, sales
and how to grow the FS channel in
a way to make it a more prominent
part of your day-to-day business.
An open discussion will take place
between dealers and suppliers
about where their success lies within
the FS category. From sourcing to
selling, facility supplies has a different
OCTOBER 2019

go-to-market strategy to OP and furniture, and we’ll explain
what’s important for dealers to focus on.
Who Should Attend: Owners, purchasers, sourcing and sales
Presenter: Frank Hoard, Director of the Facility Supply
Channel, ISG and a panel of ISG dealers

Amazon II - The Emperor Has No Clothes!

1:15pm-2:15pm
NOPA has become an industry leader in
educating dealers on the threats posed
by Amazon. In previous presentations,
NOPA President & CEO Mike Tucker
has shared statistics and discussed the
methods used by Amazon to achieve
success in e-commerce, as well as
highlighting strategies independent dealers can employ to
protect their business. A year later Mike is happy to report that
businesses large and small are having an impact and winning.
Amazon’s tactics are being exposed and successfully
challenged on multiple fronts including:
• Federal Investigations into counterfeiting
• Legal challenges for trademark violations
• Class action lawsuits
• Anti-trust Investigations
• Successful challenges to Amazon’s efforts to monopolize
federal ecommerce
Join Mike Tucker in Indianapolis to be informed on these
latest developments.
Who Should Attend: Owners, sales and marketing leaders
Presenter: Mike Tucker, NOPA President & CEO

“ShipBuilding” For Rapid Growth – Building
Relationships To Last A Lifetime

1:15pm-2:15pm
With the many changes taking place in our industry,
there is an urgent need for companies to focus on B2H,
business-to-human interactions. The only way to do this is to
proactively build and maintain strong “ships” – relationships,
partnerships, and leadership. Join this session and learn the
ShipBuilding concept, so you can attract more sales, improve
customer and employee retention, and attain “mission-critical”
goals faster. During this engaging workshop, we will practice
“ShipBuilding” – your key to creating sustainable relationships
that will help you PREVAIL both
personally and professionally.
Who Should Attend: Dealer
owners, suppliers, manufacturers,
service partners
Presenter: Krista S. Moore, President
of K.Coaching Inc., co-founder and
CEO of CoveyLink Worldwide, writer,
public speaker and author.
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Don’t Miss this Historic, Inaugural
Event of the World’s Largest
Independent Dealer Group!
PLAN TO JOIN US...

REGISTER TODAY!
ISG Annual Meeting
PREVAIL 2019

Nov. 4-6 in Indianapolis for this historic, jam-packed event!

• Be Informed about the state of our new group & not-to-be-missed
industry updates.

• Learn about topics relevant to your business & our industry at our
Educational Seminars.

• Engage with Members & Exhibitors at the Tradeshow to grow your sales.
• Share current issues, best practices & hot topics with others.
• Network - One of the biggest reasons people attend the annual meeting!
Visit PREVAIL2019.cvent.com and Register Today!

NOV. 4-6, 2019
ANNUAL MEETING
INDIANAPOLIS, IN
PREVAIL2019.cvent.com

Independent Suppliers Group
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By Michael Chazin

Faced with competitive
challenges both old and new,
dealers prove once again that
independence comes with
many ways to attack your
market and win.

Cover Story CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28
There might not be anything new when
it comes to competition for independent
dealers. “It is more like continuing to
be the ever-changing competitive
landscape,” says Steve Nahmias,
principal at Office360, Indianapolis. In his
view no major competitive changes have
come to light in recent times but change
is constant. “Big events continue to
happen,” he says. “Amazon gets better,
Staples gets better and Depot is going
to pull itself back up. Everybody wants a
piece of what we do.”
Current industry dynamics are
characterized by turbulence and
probably no venture is viewed so
differently by so many industry
veterans as the combination of Staples
and Essendant. “That consolidation
is concerning because I am not sure I
buy into it,” says Kim Leazer, CEO at
FSIoffice, Charlotte. The wholesaler’s
new owners have indicated cost
savings will be forthcoming but Leazer
is unconvinced.. She contends that
vendors have no more room to lower
prices much further than they have
already.
The turbulence impacting the industry
creates chaos but it is also opening
up new opportunity for those paying
attention. “We feel that in these turbulent
times, when change is happening
quickly, there’s an opportunity with
companies maybe not making it or
becoming part of another organization,”
says Justin Hummel, CEO of Hummel’s
Office Plus, Herkimer, New York. “I
see a significant opportunity for our
organization to be very consistent and
steady and trustworthy.”
Many suggest that the industry is
changing quickly, when in fact change
has been consistent for a number
of years while many dealers were
looking the other way. “We actually
were in denial far too long,” says
Bob Mairena, president of
Office Solutions, Yorba Linda,
California.
“We didn’t recognize the huge
impact e-tailers and competitors like
OCTOBER 2019

Amazon were having,” continues
Mariena. “They were changing
consumers’ expectations and then
transferring that expectation to B2B
businesses.” Amazon added value to
the online experience and before long,
dealers were expected to offer the same
level of online service and navigation to
remain competitive.
Some believe change should have
happened a long time ago. “We
needed to be more competitive with
more buying power so the buying
groups came together and dealers
consolidated because they needed
more power and more scale,” adds
Mariena. “All of that should have
occurred a long time ago, but we just
kept putting it off. Of course, hindsight
is 20/20.”
The IDC will survive the turbulence,
but smaller dealers may struggle
to last the course. “This will require
some scale to compete based on the
required investment of technology and
marketing,” says Mairena. “That need
to achieve scale, to a large degree,
drives escalating consolidation.”

Consolidation impacts vary

Each segment of the office products
market is impacted differently by
consolidation. At Cardunal Office
Supply, Cary, Illinois, Bill Walkiewicz,
owner and president, believes one
effect of consolidation is the elimination
of some competition. “Dealers who
remain have to be strong, because
when all independents in their
marketplace do well it gives the
perception that they are a viable option
for business customers,” he says.
Consolidation isn’t necessarily a bad
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thing, says Walkiewicz, it just points
to the lack of succession planning.
“We have done a few acquisitions
where the dealer could not sustain
financially and so we stepped in,” he
says. “Wholesalers should be a bit
worried about the aging population
of independent dealers and focus on
ways to strengthen those that continue
to thrive.”
Dealer consolidation has both
positive and negative impacts. “In
the past wholesalers allowed small
business owners to stay small,” says
Eddie Mouton, founder and co-owner
of Hi Tech Office Products, Scott,
Louisiana. ”Unfortunately, because
of everything that is going on now
with wholesaler limitations, it makes
it harder for smaller dealers to stay
competitive.
“Smaller dealers are now going
to have to make a decision,” says
Mouton. Consolidation drives out
unneeded duplication and makes the
supply chain more efficient, which is
good for the independent industry
overall, he says. “But smaller dealers
will have to make a choice – they
will have to decide if they’re going to
grow at all costs or sell out, merge or
shutdown.”
Office360 is one independent that
has purchased other dealers. “It has
worked well for us as it helped us
expand our footprint and penetrate
adjacent territories,” says Nahmias.
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When a big box player purchases a
Pinnacle member, right now it doesn’t
feel any different but it’s probably not a
good thing, he says. Nahmias reserves
judgment on the Staples-Essendant
deal as it’s probably too early to
determine its full impact. “The
consolidation of suppliers is probably
not a good thing, but it doesn’t feel that
different yet.”
It’s not just office supply dealers
that are up for grabs. Keith Powell,
vice president and owner at Pay-LESS
Office Products, Omaha, suggests
that dealers look at growth areas
such as facility supply dealers to
make additional acquisitions. “Those
specialized people are something that
we don’t have and the wholesalers will
lead us right to them,” he says. “You’ll
see that is going to change the face of
traditional office products companies.”

have been known to sell direct
to end users.
Partnerships with vendors
are already going farther than
ever before, with wholesalers
even buying minority interests
in dealers’ businesses. “They’re
taking strong ownership interests
and the money they invest has given
many larger dealers the opportunity
to buy other dealers and create mega
dealerships,” says Jordan.
Wholesalers are making these
investments to prevent big box players
from buying out more independents,
says Powell. “When they have a
financial interest they look at you a little
bit differently,” he says. “They’ll be more
open to help us finance acquisitions
and with skin in the game they would
discipline us a little bit better than we
discipline ourselves.”

More drawbacks

The growing online threat

One downside to consolidation
that impacts every dealer is the
consolidation of its customers. “For
example, hospitals are buying up
doctor’s offices and unless you service
that particular hospital you can instantly
lose a large portion of your customer
base,” says Myers Jordan, a member
of the leadership team at Herald Office,
Dillon, South Carolina. At the same time,
consolidation benefits companies like
Herald who are also in acquisition mode.
“We as individual dealerships are getter
bigger, faster, leaner and smarter,”
he says. “Consolidation is a critical
component of our growth strategy.”
Another aspect of the competitive
landscape that independents
must continue to navigate involves
partnerships with manufacturers. “As
consolidation happens, partnerships
with vendors become more important,”
says Jordan. “As there are fewer
manufacturers should these vendors
decide they no longer need us as the
middleman, they could effectively close
our businesses.” He points to both
copier and furniture manufacturers who
OCTOBER 2019

There is likely no larger competitive
threat than growing online competition
for sales of office products.
Consultative selling, while still in
practice, is no longer as effective as it
once was, suggests Mariena. “You get
all that information easily from the web
and it is more comprehensive because
it comes from the manufacturer,” he
says. Given that level of involvement,
is the customer really ready to pay
for a hi-touch experience? “To a
certain extent yes, but in the end most
customers will gravitate to ease and low
price,” he says.
Amazon has set the standard for
online purchases, so dealers are
compelled to up their game, adds
Mariena. A committee meets regularly
at Office Solutions to make sure the
online presentation is competitive
and that there are no obstacles for
customers wanting to place online
orders. “A lot of smaller dealers who
are no longer with us really needed
to invest huge amounts to continue to
play online,” he adds. Many of those
smaller dealers either sold out or folded
INDEPENDENT DEALER

because they were unable to make the
investments in technology that were
needed to stay competitive.
It’s easy to complain about the impact
Amazon has had, but it is those who
moan most who are most likely feel the
brunt of that impact. “If all we do sit back
and talk about how terrible Amazon is,
we ignore the fact that they are helping
push our buyers to smarter buying
patterns,” says Jordan. “Our consumers
are getting more intelligent, they are
doing research on products, which is not
necessarily a bad thing for us.”
Office360 felt the pressure of
online competition and updated the
look and feel of its website this past
summer. “We made it look and act
more like Amazon because that is what
people are used to,” says Nahmias.
“That makes us more user friendly.”
Additionally, the dealership adds
services to further differentiate its
offerings from its online competitors.
“Anything that Amazon can’t do, we
have to go out there and emphasize
and sell,” he adds. Offerings such as
MPS, customized programs and design
services are not available from online
sources.
In the past year, Hummel has updated
its ERP software and moved to use
JumpTrack software to track delivery
trucks and manage delivery operations.
Next year the plan is to update the
e-commerce ordering solution to
achieve the user-friendly approach that
Amazon is known for. Currently close
to 70 percent of orders come in online.
“We have something like 20 consecutive
months of record sales though our
e-commerce solution,” he says.
Another key element to the success
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of Cardunal as an independent
dealer is the utilization of industry
partners to their fullest. Without deep
pockets to invest in his own online
portal, Walkiewicz takes advantage
of the technology available and spins
it differently. He has employees on
staff who have become familiar with
offerings from ECI and that enables
him to offer users features that help
differentiate his offering from other
channels. “We literally take some cool,
little features that are available and
dress them up and use them properly,”
he says.
Everybody wants savings,
Walkiewicz continues. When buyers
search for a product on the Cardunal
website, the results page that comes
up includes a box with an alternative
product that says ‘consider this.’
“We take the time to manually cross
reference best-value brands and
packages,” he says. A feature on the
system presents those results to the
customer. “Most times if they pick the
alternate they save money and we get
more margin,” he adds.
“Any independent dealer using
ECInteractive and DDMS can do what I
am doing, except there is no automatic
file for it,” says Walkiewicz. You have
to be familiar with the products and
then build these capabilities manually,
he says. “But that takes a lot of work
that most dealers either don’t have the
expertise or bandwidth to do.”
To become more
competitive online,
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FSIoffice employs the full capabilities
of its ERP system. “We have taken
a little more control to make sure
we have all the different capabilities
online,” says Leazer. In a slightly
different competitive move, FSIoffice
has introduced a separate B2C site. In
part, the motivation for this effort was to
expand who the dealership markets to.
It also goes after what Leazer refers to
as “rogue spend”, which refers to the
personal purchases that employees
make outside corporate orders for
office supplies.

Expanding product
offerings

Dealers are in the distribution business.
“If you are already making deliveries
of a category, say office products,
there is no reason not to bring in
additional categories,” says Powell.
Consumers are looking to consolidate
their purchases with one order, one
price and one delivery, and dealers can
provide that capability and help those
customers consolidate transactional
costs. Earlier this year Pay-LESS added
fresh fruit to its product offering and has
seen that category take off. “Customers
love that convenience,” he adds.
Adding a product line such as
fresh fruit enables a dealership to
create another target of value within
the customer’s organization, says
Powell. “I am not only hitting the
purchasing agent, but now I am in
the HR department helping them with
their wellness program,” he says. “It
gives you more exposure within a
company and ultimately with more
exposure it’s tough to knock someone
out when you’re providing that much
convenience.”
Expanding product lines has made
Office360 considerably more attractive
to its customers. “We mostly
rely on Essendant for
the broad product
selection it offers,” says
Nahmias. “It allows us
to expand our share
INDEPENDENT DEALER

of wallet with existing customers.”
When a customer purchases its
office supplies, janitorial supplies,
promotional products, breakroom
supplies and MPS program from
Office360 the dealership becomes
much more resistant to competitive
encroachments. “They’re not going to
cherry pick us as much if we’ve got the
right relationship,” he says. “It makes
us much stickier with that customer.”
At Hi Tech Office Products, product
category expansion has been handled
in a similar fashion. “It is pretty much
done by default, whatever direction
the wholesalers go is how we go,” says
Mouton. Everything that the wholesaler
adds gets loaded onto the Hi Tech
website. At that point the challenge
becomes how to market those
additional categories and who to direct
that marketing toward. “For the most
part the person ordering office supplies
isn’t ordering industrial supplies
for the warehouse,” he says. “It is
totally different; same customer but a
different person ordering.” Reaching
that additional buyer is a challenge for
every dealer.
For the supply chain manager or
purchasing director who is looking
to consolidate vendors, expanding
product categories can be a viable
approach, suggests Jordan. “It gives
those companies more of a streamlined
view,” he says. “For that customer
the moves we’ve made to strengthen
our platform have boosted sales,”
says Jordan. In addition to janitorial
and breakroom products, Herald
has added embroidery capabilities
to enhance its already popular
promotional apparel products. “We
are having a great year,” he says. “The
industry is changing a lot. This is our
niche and we’re going to stick to it.”
Another successful strategy has
been to pursue such niche sales.
Walkiewicz contends that any dealer
can find categories to compete in.
At Cardunal Office Supply existing
accounts were analyzed and classified
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by type of business. “We started to
see patterns where we had success
and then duplicated it by going after
businesses we didn’t have while we
built our expertise,” he says.
The dealership targeted businesses
in the category that it wasn’t already
selling. “When we do that we get a
pretty high degree of success,” he
says. In part, because when these
businesses are called, salespeople
can say that Cardunal already sells
to specific clients in the category.
The dealership has developed niche
business with law firms, car dealerships
and churches across the country.

Tried and true . . .

As competition evolves and some
national players back away from some
markets or change their approach,
Hummel suggests that the white
glove delivery service his company
is known for remains unmatched in
its marketplace. “That has been a
competitive advantage for us that really
stands out,” he says. That ties in with
delivery expectations, how credits
and returns are handled, account
management, and standards programs.
“All of these features are usually not built
into programs when they are buying
from other e-commerce solutions,” says
Hummel. “That’s part of our cost of doing
business, and it is awfully tough for
somebody to come in and provide that.”
As buyers retire, more of them are
being replaced with individuals from
the millennial generation and that
change represents another obstacle to
continued growth. “Reaching them
might be the biggest challenge,”
says Hummel. In most cases
these millennial buyers don’t
want to meet unless you
have something valuable to
bring them. “if you are going
to take time out of their
schedule, they want it to be
meaningful or something
that will make their life easier
or more efficient.”
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At Herald, millennials on the sales
force will often be assigned to sell to
a millennial buyer. “While we certainly
have many cross-generational sales
relationships, our younger sales team
often sees a high success rate with
other millennials,” says Jordan, who
is himself a member of the millennial
generation. “We tend to be more loyal
than we are given credit for, but our
loyalty lies with the companies we work
for, not the sales reps who call on us,”
he adds. “Millennial buyers seem to
be fiercely loyal to their companies
and they are only interested in working
with us to the degree that we’re able to
bring value to their company.”
Nahmias at Office360 offers a slightly
different perspective on working with
millennial buyers. “This is Indiana and
people are people,” he says. “If we
build relationships and understand what
our customers want and can provide
that while being flexible, that’s really
what works for us.” He adds, “we have
to listen a lot more than we used to.”
One consolidation that dealers
support wholeheartedly is the
combination of TriMega, Independent
Suppliers Group and Pinnacle
Affiliates. Many suggest that the
merger is a long time coming, and
welcome the potential it brings to
eliminate duplication and
leverage precious resources
more effectively.
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“Being together can only benefit
everybody—whether it is buying
power, marketing or whatever,” says
Mouton. If everybody comes together,
it could make independents more
competitive against their big box rivals.
Mouton would like to see a merged
buying group get more active in
areas where previously they had little
involvement, such as negotiating
in areas such as national deals for
delivery vehicles, software or auto/
health insurance.
The buying group merger will be
a good for independent dealers
as long as it works effectively says
FSI’s Leazer. She suggests that to
be successful some dealers will
need to move away from a stockless
orientation. “That would increase the
amount of volume spent by stocking
dealer members and make for
programs that are richer and more
enticing for manufacturers,” she says.
Michael Chazin is a freelance writer
specializing in business topics, who has
written about the office supply business
for more than 15 years. He can be
reached at mchazin503@comcast.net.
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ONGRATULATIONS to 2019 Spirit of Life® honoree Brad Graves, his 3M team and to all in the

National Business Products Industry for setting yet another ALL TIME fundraising record of
$15.5 million through the “Science Creating Hope” campaign supporting lifesaving cancer and diabetes
research and treatment at City of Hope.
In the 38 years the National Business Products Industry has supported City of Hope, it has now raised
more than $200 million helping drive leading-edge cancer and diabetes research.
Congratulations to Brad and his 3M team and thank you to all in the industry for your continued support
of City of Hope and its lifesaving mission!

UPCOMING EVENT DETAILS COMING SOON!
2020 REINVENT HOPE campaign
honoring Stephanie Dismore of
For more information on City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry,
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.

CityofHope.org
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PLANNING A COMPANY REBRAND?

HERE’S EVERYTHING YOU SHOULD KNOW
By Kevin Rehberger

Rebrands occur in every type of
industry. When business owners feel
that their branding is too generic, they
believe changes should be made.
There is nothing wrong with this: many
successful businesses have rebranded
to evolve their brands.
The process of going through
a company rebrand is rarely an
easy one. Transforming your brand
identity requires a lot of work and a
lot of money. Yet if you make the right
decisions, you and your employees will
reap the benefits.
If you are planning to rebrand,
here are some things to take into
consideration:

Understand why you want
to rebrand

Before you can even consider
rebranding, you need to know why
companies go through this process.
Some companies rebrand because
they want to do a better job of standing
out against their competitors. Others
do it to expand or to reach a new
audience. Rebranding your company
involves much more than changing
your company’s name or logo.
If you want to rebrand, go over your
strategies and values and think about
what you want to accomplish. From
there, you can think about potential
changes you can make to improve
your brand identity. Expect to make
changes to your mission statement,
company values, marketing collateral
and target audience.

Develop a strategy and
timeline

If you want to avoid stress during the
rebrand, you should plan out the entire
thing before you do any work.
If you want to reach a new target
audience, think about the types of
customers you want to appeal to. Think
about whether you want to launch a
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new website. Laying all of this out now
will give you a better idea of what you
want to do with your rebrand.
It would also be wise to develop a
timeline while you are doing this. If you
are developing a new website, you will
need a general idea of when you would
like to launch it. If you are working on a
new logo, you need to decide when it
should be done by. Having a timeline
will keep the project from falling too far
behind.

Do you want a partial or
complete rebrand?

It is important to know that you do
not have to start from scratch with
your rebrand. Depending on the
circumstances, you may want to go for
a partial rebrand. This involves keeping
key elements of your brand while
updating the older elements. This is the
best course to take if you are rebranding
to evolve your company’s identity.
A complete rebrand is recommended
when you want a total refresh. This can
involve a name change, new visuals,
a new mission statement and new
products to sell. Companies that merge
often do this to develop a new public
image.
Think about how much you want to
change before you finish your plans for
rebranding.

You need the right team

Besides needing a strong plan, you
also need a strong team to handle the
rebrand. The rebranding process is
strenuous, so each task needs to be
assigned to the right person. If you plan
to rebrand using your in-house team,
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set up several meetings to see which
employee suits each part of the plan.
Since this will be a time-consuming
project, you might want to hire a design
firm if you have the money to do so. A
design firm can create your new logo or
build your new website, giving you time
to focus on other parts of the rebrand.
There are hundreds of firms available
to you, so narrow your search to find
ones with expertise in your field.
Here is an important tip: Make sure
your plans are finalized before you hire
a designer. Drastic changes during
the rebrand process can annoy your
partner and cost you a lot of money.

Marketing your rebrand

As you work on your rebrand, you will
need to come up with ways to tell the
public about it. In addition to writing
press releases to share online, plan
out social media campaigns to post on
your social channels.
To avoid confusion, you need to
be as transparent as possible with
your marketing. Do not hide any
information from your customers and
pledge to keep offering excellent
service despite the changes. People
can be apprehensive about change,
so staying silent during a rebrand is a
poor decision.
Rebranding your company’s identity
will take a lot of time and money. Keep
these tips in mind to avoid headaches
in the future.
Kevin Rehberger is a content
strategist for Fortune Web Marketing.
To learn more, visit https://www.
fortunewebmarketing.com.
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BECOME UNIQUELY KNOWN FOR SOLVING
YOUR CUSTOMERS’ WORST NIGHTMARES

AND YOUR SALES
WILL SOAR
By Ed Katz

Four years after starting my moving
company, I couldn’t believe how
successful and profitable we were.
With little competition, we closed
almost every job we bid on and made a
lot of money.
Everything was wonderful until
‘Goliath’ showed up. At the end of our
fourth year, a giant moving company
that specialized in office moving
opened a branch in Atlanta and nearly
drove us out of business.
We couldn’t compete against their
size, pricing or reputation. We had
three moving vans; they started
with 10. We had 15 employees;
they had more than 50 experienced
movers. We owned 50 four-wheel
dollies; they had over 1,000. Worst
of all, our largest single move was
only 16 truckloads—our competitor
moved Sears into its new Chicago
headquarters, transporting hundreds
of truckloads. And not only did they
outperform us, but their rates were
10% lower than ours!
I tried everything humanly possible
to survive. I advertised on the radio
and in print media, I went door-to-door
and handed out flyers and I lowered
our prices, but nothing worked. They
say desperate people do desperate
things—and I was desperate—so
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much so that one night I got down on
my knees and prayed to God—a lot.
Call it a coincidence or what I believe
was a miracle. For the first time ever,
I started listening to my customers—
REALLY listening to them.
In the past, many of them used
to complain about packing and
unpacking the contents of their
furniture before and after their move,
and I, like my competition, ignored
them and made them empty and
pack everything.
But when I prayed and started
listening to my customers, I started
thinking about the possibility of moving
them without packing.
I became obsessed with the “boxless
move” and couldn’t get it out of my
mind. I started having visions of
inflating airbags inside of desk drawers
and using a modified engine hoist with
huge suction cups to lift heavy, fully
loaded lateral file cabinets onto dollies
for transport.
One year later, I rolled out my first two
patented inventions—Space Gobblers
and Spider Cranes. With these devices
we were the only moving company
in the world that could move our
customers’ contents in their furniture
instead of moving their contents and
their furniture.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

With these differentiators, we
uniquely solved our customers’ worst
nightmares and problems.
No longer did our customers need
to worry about lost or mixed-up files,
since they remained in the furniture
during transport.
We also eliminated most of the
down-time—the nonproductive time
customers spend before and after a
move, packing and unpacking. Our
“boxless move” meant less discarded
packing material ending up in landfills
after the move. The result—our sales
closing ratio soared.
While the moving industry typically
has very low profit margins, our
gross profit climbed to 50% even
after subtracting our labor, truck and
equipment depreciation, packing
material costs and sales commissions.
What happened to Goliath? Our giant
competitor went bankrupt three years
later, and we, once again, became the
major factor in the office moving arena
in Atlanta.
Here’s the takeaway: Don’t copy your
competitors; outsmart them. Drill down
and try to identify your customers’
biggest problems and nightmares
(besides price). If you do, you might
discover solutions that differentiate
your product or service in the
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marketplace that will ultimately boost
your sales and profits.
Ask your customers questions such
as, “In addition to a competitive price,
what else are you looking for? Are there
any problems or issues that worry you?
Is there anything else we could do or
offer to make your life better?”
For example, you might consider
diversifying into office moving
by checking out online office
moving training or getting into the
“decommissioning” business by
partnering with the leader in the
decommissioning industry—Green
Standards, Ltd .
If you examine the history of some
of the most brilliant and successful
business models, you’ll see that half
the battle of innovating is simply
identifying the need. Back in 1978,
Bernie Marcus and Arthur Blank came
up with the Home Depot idea after they
realized customers’ worst experiences
often occurred when they shopped for

The “boxless move” eliminated packing by
inflating air bladders over the contents
lumber and other building supplies.
Even I remember being intimidated by
an employee in a national lumber and
building materials chain in the early
1970s, who was stocking shelves,
when I asked him if he could help me
with my purchase. His reply was he
was too busy and couldn’t stop for at
least an hour. Not knowing what to
do, I left the store without making a

purchase (and the employee couldn’t
have cared less).
The Home Depot founders saw a
need and jumped on the opportunity
to revolutionize an industry. Overnight
they created big box stores that offered
a huge variety of merchandise at
discount prices with store employees
that were trained and helpful. As they
say, the rest is history.
Could you do the same with your
business? Talk to your customers,
identify their needs, and take a chance
on innovating. See if you can discover
a technique, idea or product that solves
their needs and differentiates you in
your marketplace.
Ed Katz is with the International Office
Moving Institute (IOMI®). IOMI®
provides online office moving training to
movers and furniture dealers. He can
be reached at edkatz@officemoves.
com, 404-358-2172. His website is www.
officemoves.com

The Only In-depth Sales and Operations

OFFICE MOVING TRAINING
(Marketing, Estimating, Sales, Customer Service, and Operations)

INSTITUTE IN THE WORLD
Now online and affordable to everyone

WWW.OFFICEMOVES.COM
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IS IT YOUR SEASON

FOR CHANGE?
By Krista S. Moore

As football season begins, I always
remind business owners and sales
leaders that they are “The Coach”
in their business. Just like a sports
coach, an effective manager reflects
on his or her own performance,
does not blame others and always
entertains the possibility that some of
his or her actions or communications
may contribute to problems a team
member may be having. Ask yourself
questions like: “Would I want to work
for me?” or “Am I a good role model?”
A particular coaching style that may
have been effective at one stage in
the development of your company or
with a particular team may no longer
be effective as the playing field and
your people change.
A great example of this is Tom
Coughlin, retired head coach of the
New York Giants. Coach Coughlin
was well known for his old school,
authoritarian approach to head
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coaching. With regard to his teams,
his authority was absolute and his
approach to each of his players was
strict and unyielding. He was often
seen as the “field general”, getting
results by screaming demands to
his players. Over time, Coughlin’s
approach drew increasingly sharp
criticism from both players and team
fans. He seemed disconnected
from his players, insensitive to their
particular needs as individuals
and subsequently out of step with
many of the changes taking place in
professional football in the modern era.
Then something happened. Coughlin
changed his coaching style. As
many of the Giants’ players stated,
Coughlin’s improved relationship with
them inspired them to play harder
for him and fight for the team. Not
only did the changes in his coaching
style improve his relationship with
his players, it also demonstrated to
INDEPENDENT DEALER

them his commitment to winning:
that achieving success was more
important than stubbornly clinging to
an old-fashioned coaching style. It
brought the team closer together and
created the emotional connections so
important for true success. Coughlin
was willing to change his approach
and, as a result, attained the highest
achievement in his profession when his
team overcame incredible odds to win
the 2007 Super Bowl, beating the New
England Patriots.
How did he do it? He made a greater
effort to connect with his players on a
personal level, learning more about
their families and lives outside of
football. He made it a priority to let his
players know he was not just a coach,
but also a human being. He listened to
their concerns. He even took his team
bowling during the pre-season. He
created a leadership council of veteran
players that would create better
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communication among the coaching
staff and players. Tom Coughlin’s
metamorphosis and the Giants’
success underscores the importance
of connecting with others and the
impact it can have on individual and
team success.
Whether you are the business
owner or sales executive, connecting
with your employees on a personal
level is an essential component
of leadership. A coaching style of
management will help you achieve
this. Remember, a coach will make
time for his or her people; a coach will
listen to them, understand them and
let them know he or she cares. If Tom
Coughlin can change at the age of
61, then so can we.

Here are some more
questions to ask yourself:
• Who do I need to connect with to
enhance our team’s success?

• What actions can I take today that will
improve my relationships with my sales
team?
• What can I do to have more of a
coaching style of management?
There is no doubt that a coaching style
of leadership is going to have a positive
impact on your team and your company.
This starts at the top of organizations
and can permeate positively through the
company by training managers to have a
coaching style as well.
You will increase productivity, meet
more financial goals, improve job
satisfaction, reduce stress be and
improve morale. By spending more time
with and paying more attention to your
employees, you will naturally maximize
their skills and talents, while decreasing
turnover. All of a sudden, you are
creating a team of champions, attracting
the best talent and staying competitive
in building a bench. You are well on your
way to amazing!

Coach Approach to
Leadership Checklist

• Plan time together to get to know and
understand your team.
• Create reflection questions as a tool
for better understanding.
• Understand motivation and how you
can influence others.
• Begin asking, not telling.
• Be conscientious about using
open-ended questions to get dialog
going.
• Be authentic and present when
listening.
• Self-reflect and make the necessary
changes.
Top Sales World Magazine nominated
Krista Moore’s Race to Amazing a Top
Sales Book Finalist in 2018. Hubspot
listed it among the Top 17 Best Sales
Management Books that every sales
manager should read. To learn more,
visit https://racetoamazing.com.

Get Ready to Start Your Race.....
Race to Amazing™ contains relatable stories, shared experiences, and
practical applications to:
• Gain clarity on your vision, your talents, and your why
• Create and lead a winning sales strategy
• Build an effective sales management system
• Create a motivating and inspiring leadership style
• Learn a “Coach Approach” to sales leadership

Krista S. Moore
Author, Talk Show Host,
Speaker, Retreat Facilitator,
CEO, K.Coaching, Inc.
https://racetoamazing.com
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